Pet Parents Instructor Program -Hands on Training Requirements
Pet Parents & Pet’s Name: _________________________________________

Mechanics Sequence

Behavior Sequence

Requirements during hands on training with dogs:

Requirements during hands on training with dogs:
• Pet Parent demos how to lure, shape and
capture each behavior under the
“behavior sequence” section.
• Pet parent must demonstrate the
mechanics and each behavior sequence
with proficiency.

Pet Parent demonstrates how to use all
mechanics using the behaviors below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Luring
Capturing
Shaping
Marking a behavior
Rewarding a dog within 1 second of
marking a behavior
6. Body Block (no contact with dog)

Mechanics to Demonstrate
Requirements:
• Pet Parent demonstrates how to use
these mechanics using the behaviors
below to train their dog.
• Pet Parent must demonstrate the
behaviors below with proficiency
1.
2.
3.
4.

When to add a cue
Adding a visual cue
Adding a verbal cue
Release Word (when working on an
applicable behavior)

Pet Parent must follow the sequence and
demonstrate proficiency before moving forward.
If you are not progressing forward, practice with
your Lead Trainer (without the dog). Then you can
practice with the dog while your trainer holds the
leash for you. Lastly, you can add the dog back
in.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sit
Down
Come
Stand
Stay
Loose Leash Walking
Leave It
Place/Go to bed
Stop/No

Behaviors to Teach your dog
•

Pet parent explains how and when to add
a cue to a behavior, and demos how to
add a cue.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Come
Stand
Stay
Loose Leash
Wait
Leave it
Wait

By the end of the Coaching Sessions with your
trainers, you should be able to mark and reward
these behaviors appropriately and begin putting
these behaviors on cue.

